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Abstract
Z is a formal specification language combining typed set theory, predicate calculus, and
a schema calculus. This paper describes an extension of Z that allows transformation and
reasoning rules to be written in a Z-like notation. This gives a high-level, declarative, way of
specifying transformations of Z terms, which makes it easier to build new Z manipulation tools.
We describe the syntax and semantics of these rules, plus some example reasoning engines that
use sets of rules to manipulate Z terms. The utility of these rules is demonstrated by discussing
two sets of rules. One set defines expansion of Z schema expressions. The other set is used by
the ZLive animator to preprocess Z expressions into a form more suitable for animation.
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Introduction

The Z notation [23, 30, 15] is a formal specification language that combines typed set theory,
predicate calculus, and a schema calculus. It has been widely used for the design and specification
of computing systems [12, 5, 24, 7].
For illustration purposes, consider the Z specification of a birthday book derived from [23]—we
go through this example in some detail to introduce Z, to point out a few ways in which ISO
Standard Z differs from the earlier Z notation, and to illustrate some of the Z transformations that
our rules support.
section birthdaybook parents standard toolkit
This defines a new Z section called birthdaybook . By declaring standard toolkit as a parent, definitions for symbols like →
7 (partial function) are included for later use. The toolkit definitions have
been standardised in [15], henceforth referred to as Standard Z.
Z specifications consist of a mixture of narrative text (like this paragraph) and formal Z paragraphs. The following formal Z paragraph introduces a set of names NAME and a set of dates
DATE as new given types:
[NAME , DATE ]
The BirthdayBook schema defines the state space of the birthday book system; the set of known
names and a partial function from names to dates:
∗
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BirthdayBook
known : P NAME
birthday : NAME →
7 DATE
known = dom birthday
The initial state of the system is specified by the following schema:
Init
BirthdayBook
known = ∅
It requires the set of known names to be empty. Including the schema BirthdayBook makes sure
that the initial state is a valid state of the birthday book system. Using a schema as a declaration
has the effect of declaring the variables in the declaration part of the schema and constraining them
as given in the predicate part of the schema. That is, schema Init could have been written as:
InitExpanded
known : P NAME
birthday : NAME →
7 DATE
known = dom birthday
known = ∅
Schema InitExpanded is equivalent to the previously defined schema Init. This fact can formally
be expressed using the Standard Z conjecture notation
`? Init = InitExpanded
and a Z theorem prover could be used to prove it.
Next, consider an operation on the birthday book. The AddBirthday schema defines the nonerror case of an operation for adding a new entry to the birthday book. It relates inputs (name?
and date?), the pre-state (known and birthday), and the post-state (known 0 and birthday 0 ). If the
given name is not yet known, a mapping to the given date is added to the existing birthday book
entries:
AddBirthday
∆BirthdayBook
name? : NAME
date? : DATE
name? 6∈ known
birthday 0 = birthday ∪ {name? 7→ date?}
The declaration ∆BirthdayBook is equivalent to a schema that includes both BirthdayBook and its
decorated version BirthdayBook 0 (note that Standard Z requires a visible space between schema
expressions and decorations):
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`? ∆BirthdayBook = [BirthdayBook ; BirthdayBook 0 ]
where BirthdayBook

0

is schema BirthdayBook with its components primed:

`? BirthdayBook 0 =
[known 0 : P NAME ; birthday 0 : NAME →
7 DATE | known 0 = dom birthday 0 ]
Using these two equalities, we can give an expanded equivalent definition of AddBirthday:
AddBirthdayExpanded
known : P NAME
birthday : NAME →
7 DATE
0
known : P NAME
birthday 0 : NAME →
7 DATE
name? : NAME
date? : DATE
known = dom birthday
known 0 = dom birthday 0
name? 6∈ known
birthday 0 = birthday ∪ {name? 7→ date?}

`? AddBirthday = AddBirthdayExpanded
Expansion of schemas as demonstrated above is an operation that is frequently performed by Z
theorem provers, animators, translators, and other Z tools that transform Z specifications. Other
examples of common transformations performed by Z tools include calculating the preconditions
of schemas, simplifying schema expressions, and calculating domain checks for predicates [22].
However, in most Z tools, such Z transformations are performed by large amounts of low-level
code (for example, in C or Java) that manipulate the syntax of Z schema expressions and return
equivalent expanded terms. This low-level approach is error-prone, and the code that performs the
transformations is time-consuming to write and difficult to read. The problem is that the core ideas
of the abstract transformations are hidden in the masses of low-level code needed to manipulate
syntax trees.
This means that building new Z transformation tools requires programming and debugging skills
as well as a detailed knowledge of the API for manipulating Z syntax trees. In contrast, in an ideal
world, it should be quick and easy to define new Z transformations by writing them in a high-level,
declarative style that is easily understood and can be proven correct. Such a high-level notation
gives better support for the capture and reuse of the knowledge implicit in the transformations [2].
A natural approach would be to express transformations using theorems written in the Z language itself. The conjectures for the birthday book given above could be used in this way. However,
many transformations of interest cannot be expressed using this approach. For example, what it
means for a schema to be used as a declaration can be formalised for special instances like the Init
and AddBirthday schemas given above but cannot be written within the Z notation as a general
rule that is applicable to arbitrary schemas.
In logic, rules are usually formulated as rule schemata that use special variables that can
stand for arbitrary expressions, predicates, declarations etc. This paper proposes an extension
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of Standard Z called ZedRules that allows rule schemata using meta-level constraints to be written
in a Z-like, declarative style. The ZedRules notation has been implemented and used in the CZT
system [1, 17].
Section 2 discusses approaches to schema expansion and user-defined transformations in existing
Z tools. Section 3 describes the syntax and semantics of ZedRules. Section 4 describes the application of rules by three example reasoning engines provided by CZT. Section 5 defines meta-level
operations that we have found to be needed in ZedRules for reasoning about Z terms. Section 6
defines rewrite rules for expansion and normalisation of schema expressions, and Section 7 shows
some rules that are used by a Z animator. Section 8 presents our conclusions.

2

Related Work

We briefly consider how other Z tools provide support for expanding schema expressions and for
allowing users to define domain-specific transformations of Z expressions.
CADiZ [26] provides direct support for reasoning in Z (not indirectly via a theorem prover for
another notation). It has a large fixed set of several hundred low-level inference rules, including
rules for expanding individual schema operations and normalising individual declarations. A tactic
language allows users to program compositions of inference rules and tactics to produce higher-level
inference steps. The tactic language is based on ANGEL [18], to which has been added pattern
matching using a Z-like syntax extended with jokers. Due to the inefficiency of the tactic interpreter,
CADiZ provides little actual support for reasoning at a high level. One exception is a schema
expansion tactic, which has been hand-coded in C for efficiency. This schema expansion tactic fully
expands all schema operations in the Z term to which it is applied, normalising declarations as
necessary.
Z/EVES [22] provides indirect support for reasoning in Z via the EVES prover, which is programmed in Common Lisp. It offers a small fixed set of high-level inference steps, including an
unfold command for normalising schema expressions and a rewrite command that reasons according
to rewrite rules. The effects of the rewrite command can be extended by specifying that some of the
user’s Z conjectures be used as rewrite rules, thus extending the rewrite command with domainspecific abilities. However, the genericity of these added rewrite rules is limited to the genericity of
Z’s generic theorems, which allows parametrization only over expressions, not other terms. Note
that Z/EVES does not provide any low-level inference steps.
ProofPower [3] provides indirect support for reasoning in Z via an implementation of HOL. A
wide range of high and low-level inference steps are provided, written in HOL’s metalanguage SML.
New inference steps can be defined by writing more SML. These inference steps can have premises,
jokers, etc. However, the SML notation for rules is not based on Z syntax.
Our ZedRules notation differs from the above approaches in aiming to express rules using Z
syntax. In contrast, the other Z tools use a mixture of built-in commands, rewrite rules and specific
tactics to implement schema expansion. ZedRules supports general inference rules with provisos,
not just rewrite rules. They are written in a declarative style in a superset of Z. We shall see that
this, combined with engines for applying rules in particular ways, is sufficiently expressive that we
can write a set of rules for expanding schema expressions, which is one of the more complex aspects
of Z. Our hope is that the expressivity of the ZedRules notation will make it easier to specify many
kinds of Z transformations besides schema expansion.
Another difference between ZedRules and the approaches discussed above is the issue of sound4

ness. The Z provers described above ensure that users do not introduce unsound inference steps
(assuming that the prover itself is sound and bug-free). However, ensuring soundness of the rules
written in the ZedRules notation is left to the rule writer. In Section 7 it is shown that even unsound
rules can be useful. Furthermore, having rules written in a Z-like notation rather than in low-level
code makes them easier to verify. We consider below how to determine whether a particular rule
is valid.

3

Rule Syntax and Semantics

This section describes the syntax and semantics of ZedRules. We add them as an extension to the
Standard Z notation. The ideas in this section are not specific to CZT and could be adopted by
other tools.
The following simple example rule, taken from the V logic [6], provides a first illustration of the
ZedRules notation:
section example
FExpr E , F , Y
rule Funct
∃1 x : F • x .1 = E
x \E
Y = F (E ) ⇔ (E , Y ) ∈ F
The rule says that if a relation F is functional at E , expressed in a way that is valid provided
variable name x is not free in E , then an equality with an application of F is equivalent to a
corresponding membership test. In this rule, x is an object-level name while E , F , and Y are
meta-variables, called jokers in ZedRules. These jokers are declared in the FExpr line above the
rule, which says that these particular jokers can be used in place of expressions; we call them
“expression jokers”.
In the V logic, the not-free-in operator ( \ ) is an object-level relation, but in many other logics,
not-free-in is a meta-level operator. Most logics contain rules with meta-level side conditions, also
called provisos, which ensure various syntactic properties of the terms in the rule. ZedRules allows
provisos to be written within a rule using object-level notation. However, the semantics of these
provisos usually cannot be expressed within the Z notation. Oracle paragraphs are used to declare
proviso notations as having meta-level interpretations. The ZedRules implementation associates
oracles to code that checks these meta-level side-conditions.

3.1

Syntax

Syntactically, a rule is a new kind of Z paragraph that starts with the keyword rule and is thus
distinguishable from other Z paragraphs. This keyword is followed by a unique name for the rule.
A rule has a single conclusion, written below a line, and zero or more premises, written above the
line. The syntax of consequents and premises is that of Standard Z predicates extended with jokers.
The jokers must have their syntactic roles declared before they can be used. These syntactic
roles are distinguished by keywords, including Expr , ExprList, Pred , Name, NameList, DeclList,
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RenameList and Stroke. An implementation of a parser can then receive distinct tokens for jokers
from those of ordinary Z names, easing the parsing of rules. The jokers used in the rest of this
paper are declared as follows.
section jokers
FDeclList D, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8, D9, D10
FPred P , P 1, P 2, P 3, P 4, P 5, P 6, P 7, P 8, P 9, P 10
FExpr T , E , E 1, E 2, E 3, E 4, E 5, E 6, E 7, E 8, E 9, E 10
FName N , N 1, N 2, N 3, N 4, N 5, N 6, N 7, N 8, N 9, N 10
FNameList NL
FExprList EL
FRenameList RL
FStroke S

To distinguish premises that are provisos from other premises, we need to declare the proviso
notations and associate them with corresponding meta-level interpretations. This is done using
oracle paragraphs, which are so-called because we say that a proviso is interpreted by reference to
an oracle. An oracle paragraph should be accompanied by a description that clarifies its meta-level
interpretation.
An oracle paragraph starts with the keyword oracle followed by a unique name for the oracle
followed by a Standard Z predicate extended with jokers. A premise in a rule is a proviso if
it matches the predicate of an oracle. For example, the not-free-in proviso is introduced by the
following operator template and oracle paragraphs.
section oracle example parents standard toolkit, jokers
relation ( \ )
oracle NotFreeIn
N \E
This oracle paragraph declares predicates of the form N \E , where N and E are jokers, to be
provisos. The second premise of the example rule Funct above can thus be seen to be a proviso,
distinguished by its use of the ( \ ) operator.
Since Z does not provide any object level syntax for types, expression notation is used instead.
For example, a typecheck oracle can be defined as follows:
relation (

::

)

[E 1, E 2]
:: : E 1 ↔ E 2
oracle TypecheckOracle
E :: T
The meta-level interpretation of the notation E :: T is that T is the carrier set of E . Note that T
is an expression joker, yet stands for a type. The type of a schema is written as P[D | true] where
the schema’s signature is written as the declarations D.
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The LATEX mark-ups of rule, oracle and joker paragraphs are distinct from those of Standard Z
paragraphs, and hence the new paragraphs are treated as narrative text by other Z tools. Moreover,
the scopes of joker declarations exclude ordinary Z paragraphs. This allows us to embed rules within
Z specifications, while retaining backwards compatibility with Z tools that do not use the ZedRules
notation.

3.2

Type System

The type system ensures that names refer to particular declarations, and that these are combined
to form expressions and predicates in conformance with type rules. We first consider informally
what we expect the type system to do with rules and oracles, and then give a formal extension to
the type inference rules of the ISO Z Standard to specify the desired effects.
Rules and oracles contain names that refer to a new kind of declaration: that of joker declarations. As presented in this paper so far, and in our current implementation, joker declarations
appear in separate paragraphs and are in scope only for subsequent rule and oracle paragraphs. An
alternative would be to declare jokers locally to an individual rule or oracle. The choice of global
scope has the advantage of brevity (which is convenient for this paper), but has disadvantages in
practice. With global scope, not only does the name become unusable as an ordinary Z name
throughout the scope of the joker, but also renaming a joker is trickier: it can be difficult to be
sure that all references to the joker have been renamed, and that the new name for the joker does
not capture references already in the specification. For example, consider the following rule:
rule Finset
F1 E = F E \ {∅}
It gives an equivalence between F1 (the set of all non-empty finite subsets of a set E ) and F (the
set of all finite subsets of E ). This rule would have a completely different meaning if F or F1 had
been declared as global jokers.
Regardless of whether jokers have global or local scope, the use of distinct tokens for jokers in
parsing means that their scopes are enforced by the parser and so do not need to be checked by
the type system. It also prohibits local Z declarations of the same name within a rule or oracle
paragraph; in other words, there cannot be holes in the scope of a joker declaration. Other names
can still refer to Z declarations that are locally quantified within a rule or oracle. Where there is no
local or joker declaration of a name, the name can refer to a global declaration of the specification,
such as the reference to F in the Finset rule above, and we say that the name is free in the rule or
oracle.
The scope rule for free names should be consistent with the desired effects of applying rules.
A rule might be applied to a term within a conjecture paragraph, or within a goal arising from
a conjecture, in the course of some reasoning such as a proof. Or a rule might be applied as
an equivalence transformation to a term in some other paragraph of the specification. Consider
applying the example rule Funct above to rewrite the equality in the following conjecture.
section scope example parents example, standard toolkit
`? ∃ n : N • n = succ 2
Instantiating the rule’s Y with n, F with succ and E with 2, the desired effect is to rewrite the
equality to (2, n) ∈ succ. So the instantiations of the jokers may need to refer to declarations whose
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scope is locally quantified within the goal (n), but we see no need for free names in the rule ever
to refer to such local declarations. This conveniently allows the typechecking of free names to be
based solely on the environment where the rule is written.
The above can be expressed more formally by the following revisions to the Z Standard. These
revisions are expressed using the metalanguages defined in Clause 4 of [15].
• Add a new metavariable for jokers, J , with the definition “denotes a Joker phrase.” in the
meta-language defined in Table 20 on page 10.
• Add a new type inference rule for oracle paragraphs, in 13.2.4 as follows.
P

Σ ` p
D
Σ ` oracle i p
• Add a new type inference rule for rule paragraphs, in 13.2.4 as follows.
P

Σ ` p1

P

. . . Σ ` pn
P
Σ ` p
rule i
p1
D
..
Σ `
.
pn
p

• Add a new type inference rule for expression jokers, in 13.2.6 as follows.
E

Σ ` J oo τ
This places a type annotation on the expression joker, as constrained by the context in which
the expression appears. This type is used in constraining instantiations of the rule containing
the expression (see below).
• Add a new type inference rule for each other syntactic category of joker, in 13.2, such as the
following for predicates.
P

Σ ` J
These rules always succeed; they are offered only so that there are rules for the new notation.
The type annotations inferred for expression jokers can be used in typechecking instantiations
of rules. In the case of the example rule Funct above, the expression jokers have type annotations
as follows: E oo τ , Y oo τ and F oo P(τ × τ ), where τ and τ are meta-variables denoting
types. In the case of the example application above of rule Funct, the respective instantiations of
the jokers have type annotations as follows: 2 oo A, n oo A and succ oo P(A × A). A rule instantiation
is type correct if jokers’ type annotations can be unified with the types of their instantiations. In
the example, there is a unifier (τ is A and τ is A) and so the rule instantiation is type correct.
An alternative way of typechecking a rule instantiation would be to instantiate the rule and then
typecheck the resulting instantiated rule. There would then be no need to typecheck uninstantiated
rules, and hence fewer additions to the type inference rules would be necessary, but this would delay
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detection of mistakes that are independent of instantiations, and would probably be less efficient
overall.
A further issue concerns free names. If a rule is written in a different Z section from a paragraph
to which the rule is applied, then the environments of global declarations for these two paragraphs
could provide different declarations of the rule’s free names. (In the case of a goal in a proof, the
environment is assumed to be the same as that of the conjecture being proved.) We should ensure
that the declaration referred to by a free name in a rule is in scope for the paragraph to which the
rule is applied. This is the case if the rule is in the same Z section as, or is in a Z section that is
a parent or older ancestor of, the paragraph of the term to which the rule is applied. This cannot
be checked until a rule application is attempted, but it requires only one check per rule application
rather than one check per free name.

3.3

Rule Semantics

We describe the semantics of ZedRules independently of any operational description of how sets of
rules can be used. This allows rules to be used by many different reasoning and rewrite engines.
Each engine may place different restrictions on the rules that it allows, may apply rules using a
variety of operational semantics (apply once, apply exhaustively, apply to all subterms bottom-up
or top-down etc.), and may use a different implementation technology (for example, an interpreter
that applies the rules or a compiler that transforms a set of rules into code).
Informally, a rule is valid if it cannot be used to derive a false conclusion from true premises
when all of its provisos are true. Using meta-notation based on that of the ISO Z standard, a
rule without jokers, with non-proviso premises p1 , ..., pn , and with consequent p is valid if all of its
provisos are true and
[[ p1 ∧ . . . ∧ pn ⇒ p ]]P ⊇ [[ z ]]Z i
where z is the whole Z specification, and i is the name of the section where the rule is defined.
This says that the set of models in which the conjunction of the premises implies the consequent
contains all the models of the section in which the rule is defined. The meta-level interpretation of
provisos has the effect of excluding rules with provisos that are not true. Note that any object-level
constraints on proviso notations have no effect on rule semantics.
Rules that contain jokers are schemata in which the jokers can be instantiated to terms to give
well-typed instances of the rule. A rule containing jokers is valid if all instances of the rule are
valid. The instances of a rule that are used in practice are determined by where the rule is applied.
The rule applications must be in contexts where the rule’s free names refer to the same definitions
as in the context where the rule is defined. This can be checked by ensuring that the section where
the rule is defined is the same as, or is an ancestor of, the section where the rule is applied, thanks
to the scope rules of Standard Z.
The validity of a rule depends on its premises and consequent being in the relationship specified
above. We expect the person who writes the rule to ensure that this is the case. Our tools
check the applicability of a rule. Given valid rules and valid applications of rules, compositions of
rule applications are valid, and hence valid derived rules can be deduced involving any remaining
premises.
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4

Implementation of ZedRules

Several tools have been implemented in the CZT system to use and test ZedRules. This includes a
rewrite engine, an automated depth-first prover, and an interactive prover. Note that none of these
is intended to be used as a general Z theorem prover. The current CZT implementation is fast
enough for simple unfolding and expansion tasks (a few hundred rules per second), but would need
to be significantly faster for heavy-duty reasoning with lots of rules. Furthermore, for practical
theorem proving, it would be necessary to develop a large set of rules (several for each Z construct),
plus many derived rules and tactics that automate the common styles of reasoning. Experience
shows that this requires several person years of theory development.
The rest of this section first discusses implementation issues related to all of the tools: matching
and unification in Section 4.1 and provisos in Section 4.2 and then continues by discussing each of
the tools separately: a rewrite engine in Section 4.3, an automated theorem prover in Section 4.4
and an interactive prover in Section 4.5.

4.1

Matching and Unification

In order to determine whether a rule can be applied to a term, matching and unification of Z
terms at the abstract syntax tree level is used. Matching and unification have the objective of
determining whether two terms can be made equal by means of instantiation of jokers. While
matching is concerned with the case that only one of the terms contains jokers, unification handles
the case where jokers are allowed in both terms. One difficulty that arises in unification is the
possibility of creating cyclic structures by instantiating a joker with a term that contains that
joker. The CZT implementation of ZedRules does an occurs-check to detect and avoid this case.
Matching and unification are based on an equality notion of terms. But when are two Z terms
equal? Which of the following terms are equal?
1. ∀ x : N • x < 0
2. ∀ x : N •

x <0

3. ∀ y : N • y < 0
4. ∀ x : N • 0 > x
5. ∀ x : N | true • x < 0
6. ∀ x : N • (x , 0) ∈

<

The equality notion used within CZT is based on the abstract syntax tree (AST) for Z [17],
which in turn is based on ZML [27], an XML markup for Z. Each AST node is of a particular type
and has a list of child nodes. Two AST nodes are considered equal if they are of the same type
and have equal children.
This means that the term equality used in the current CZT implementation is closely related
to how the AST is defined, and might be surprising for someone unfamiliar with the CZT AST.
Some syntactically different but semantically equivalent terms like 1 < 2 and (1, 2) ∈
<
are
considered equal in CZT while the terms [x : N | true] and [x : N] are considered unequal in the
CZT AST.
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The CZT AST has ‘scope IDs’ on names, as set and used by the typechecker. The names of
different declarations have different scope IDs, even if their names are spelt the same, unless the
declarations are merged within the same schema text. The name in a reference has the same scope
ID as the name of the referenced declaration. Two names are considered equal iff they have the
same spelling and the same scope ID. This means that none of the terms in the above list are
equal to each other, since each declaration within the quantifiers is assigned a distinct scope ID. To
overcome this limitation, name jokers can be used. Terms 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 all match ∀ v : N • v < 0
where v is a name joker.
Rewrite rules that rearrange terms so that references are moved into different scopes may give
rise to the variable capture problem. In the following rule, references in E 1 may become captured
by declarations in D.
rule comprehension
E 1 ∈ {D • E 2} ⇔ ∃ D • E 1 = E 2
By maintaining scope IDs on names through an application of a rewrite rule, references are not
captured by different declarations. On printing the result as Z, the scope IDs are lost and some
renaming may be necessary.
Another problem arises with list jokers. Consider two declaration list jokers D1 and D2; do the
terms
∀ x : N; y : N • true
and
∀ D1; v : N; D2 • true
match? There are actually two possibilities to make these two terms equal. One is to instantiate D1
with the empty list, v with the name x , and D2 with y : N. The second possibility is to instantiate
D1 with x : N, v with the name y, and D2 with the empty list. CZT currently does not allow
patterns for which several solutions might exist: only one list joker is allowed within a list and it
must be used at the end of the list. Thus the above pattern is not accepted, while
∀ v : N; D2 • true
is accepted as a valid pattern.

4.2

Provisos

Provisos express useful meta-level properties of the terms in a rule, such as properties of signatures,
and distinguishing different decorations on names. In the ZedRules implementation, each oracle is
associated to code that checks the corresponding meta-level property. The evaluation of a proviso
takes into account any known instantiations of jokers. If all jokers are instantiated, the proviso
acts as a true/false check. Otherwise, an attempt is made to calculate deterministically particular
instantiations of the remaining jokers to make the proviso be true.
For the TypecheckOracle given in Section 3.1, for example, there is code that takes two expressions E and T as arguments and returns true if T is the carrier set of E . If E and T are fully
instantiated (do not contain any jokers), this is decidable and indeed easily checked. If E does
not contain uninstantiated jokers but T does, the carrier set for E can be computed and matched
against T to determine instantiations for those jokers.
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This evaluation of a proviso must be monotonic with respect to the instantiation of jokers. For
example, given the proviso E :: T , it is not acceptable for the proviso to evaluate to true when E
is a joker, but evaluate to false when E is instantiated. In fact, this property implies that when a
proviso E :: T contains a joker in E , either the proviso must evaluate to unknown or false, or the
proviso must associate constraints with the joker to ensure that it can never be instantiated with
an expression whose carrier set is not T . The CZT implementation of ZedRules takes the former
approach. The latter approach is more powerful, but also more complex to implement.

4.3

A Rewrite Engine

CZT provides a rewrite engine that can rewrite a given Z term using a given set of rewrite rules. A
rewrite rule is a rule whose conclusion is of the form t1 r t2, where the left side t1 must match the
term to be rewritten, the right side t2 represents the result of the transformation, and r is some
equivalence relation. Currently supported are the rewriting of expressions (using e1 = e2 rules)
and predicates (using p1 ⇔ p2 rules).
Terms can be rewritten just once or combined into sequences of rewrites. For the rewrite rules
presented in this paper, a leftmost innermost traversal function is used [28]. Sub-terms are rewritten
in a left-to-right, bottom-up fashion until no more rewrite rules can be applied. The author of the
rules needs to ensure termination of the rules.
Note that rewrite rules may have premises, so applying such rewrite rules requires proving any
premise predicates and provisos. This task is done using the automated prover described next.

4.4

An Automated Depth-First Prover

The automated prover uses a depth-first search to find proofs automatically. Given a predicate, it
tries to apply the rules in the order they appear in the Z specification. If the conclusion of a rule
can be matched with the predicate, the resulting joker instantiations are recorded and a sequence of
new subgoals is created from the premises of the rule (taking the joker instantiations into account)
and attempted to be proven next (in the order provided by the rule). If proving the new subgoals
fails, the other rules are tried instead. To discharge a proviso, code for checking the predicate is
executed. If this succeeds, the predicate is considered to be proven.
Note that this prover uses a shallow backtracking algorithm and therefore might fail to find a
proof even if one exists. If a proof for a subgoal is found, the prover sticks to it and no attempt
is made to find an alternative proof. The joker instantiations associated with this particular proof
might prevent another subgoal from being proven and thus might prevent the prover from finding
a proof. Even though this approach is less general than deep backtracking, this has not been a
problem for the rules used so far. Furthermore, if a proof is found using shallow backtracking, it is
usually found more quickly than it would be using deep backtracking.

4.5

An Interactive Prover

The interactive prover allows a human user to apply rules and oracles individually, and hence be in
full control of their application. Although this is an inefficient and tedious way of finding proofs,
it has been found to be a useful tool in the development of rule sets, such as the rule sets that are
used by the tools discussed in the preceding sections.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of Interactive Prover
The interactive prover displays a proof in tree form, as illustrated in Figure 1. The top line is
the root of the tree, and shows the conjecture being proved: that BirthdayBook could be expanded
to the given schema. Indentation shows that the next two lines are sub-goals; they arose from
choosing a rule to be applied to the goal at the root. Both of these sub-goals are instantiated
provisos of the applied rule. The menu lists the names of commands that could be chosen to be
applied to the selected sub-goal. Choosing to apply an oracle generates a further node in the tree,
as the chosen oracle might have to wait for evaluation of another oracle before having sufficient
information to make its decision. The other sub-goal has already been proved by choosing an oracle
and then proving it using that oracle. The icons indicate whether a node has been proved (‘4’) or
not (‘?’). After a node has been proved, the name of the rule or oracle that was used to prove it
is displayed as a tooltip whenever the cursor is positioned over the node. Sub-trees can be folded
away to save screen space.
More generally, the pop-up menu offers commands for the application of any applicable rule or
oracle, and undoing rule and proviso applications, as appropriate to the selected node. The “Auto
prove” menu entry calls the automated prover described in the previous section. If a proof is found,
the resulting proof tree is displayed as a subtree of the current node, and the user can browse and
manipulate it. The “Why not” submenu lists all the rules that cannot be applied. By selecting one
of those, the user is presented with detailed debugging information about why the matching of the
selected goal’s predicate with the conclusion of a particular rule failed.
To provide the submenus “Apply” and “Why not”, the prover goes through all the known
rules and tries to apply them to the current predicate. If one of these applications succeeds, the
corresponding rule name is added into the “Apply” submenu; if it fails, the name is added into the
“Why not” submenu. While this approach might be too inefficient and slow for large rule sets, it
has been very helpful for our purposes.

5

Oracles

The oracles that we have found useful so far are defined in oracle toolkit.
section oracle toolkit parents standard toolkit, jokers
This toolkit introduces the notation of provisos using Z operator templates. No Z constraints are
given on those operators; instead, oracle paragraphs are given to associate the operators with meta13

level interpretations. This allows a premiss that matches the form of a proviso to be interpreted
specially, while other premises are merely matched.
relation (

::

)

[E 1, E 2]
:: : P(E 1 × E 2)

oracle TypecheckOracle
E :: T
The meta-level interpretation of the notation E :: T is true provided T is the carrier set of E . This
works for generic as well as non-generic types: if the type of E depends on a generic parameter
type, then expression T contains a reference to the corresponding generic parameter.
relation (

hasDefn

[E ]
hasDefn

)

: P(E × E )

oracle LookupOracle
E 1 hasDefn E 2
E 1 hasDefn E 2 is true provided E 1 is either a reference expression or a generic instantiation
expression instantiated with names, and the referenced definition exists in the environment and
has the form E 1 == E 2. It provides a way of looking up definitions so that references can be
expanded, and can also be used to check that a name is defined in a particular way.
relation (

is

)

[E 1, E 2]
is : P(E 1 × E 2)

oracle DecorOracle
E

S

is E 2

E S is E 2 is true provided E and E 2 are schemas and decorating E with stroke
Given S and either E or E 2, the other can be calculated.
oracle ThetaOracle
θE is E 2
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S

results in E 2.

θE is E 2 is true provided that E 2 is a binding extension and the binding constructed by θE is the
same as E 2. E 2 can be calculated deterministically from E , but not E from E 2.
oracle DecorThetaOracle
θE

S

is E 2

θE S is E 2 is true provided that E 2 is a binding extension and the binding constructed by θE S
is the same as E 2. Given S , E 2 can be calculated deterministically from E , but not E from E 2.
oracle SchemaMinusOracle
[D1 | true] r [D2 | true] is [D3 | true]
[D1 | true] r [D2 | true] is [D3 | true] is true provided that subtracting the signature D2 from the
signature D1 results in the signature D3.
oracle UnprefixOracle
N 1 unprefix N 2 is N 3
N 1 unprefix N 2 is N 3 is true provided that name N 2 has the characters of name N 1 as a prefix,
which when removed leaves the name N 3.
oracle SplitNamesOracle
(split[D | true]) is ([D1 | true]? ∧ [D2 | true] ∧ [D3 | true]0 ∧ [D4 | true]!)
(split[D | true]) is ([D1 | true]? ∧ [D2 | true] ∧ [D3 | true]0 ∧ [D4 | true]!) is true provided
that partitioning the declarations of signature D according to their rightmost stroke results in
the same declarations as decorating the declarations of signatures D1, D2, D3 and D4 with appropriate strokes. Note that D2 concerns only those declarations with no strokes. For example,
(split[x , x 0 , y?, y!, z : T ]) is ([y : T ]? ∧ [x : T ; z : T ] ∧ [x : T ]0 ∧ [y : T ]!).
oracle HideOracle
[D1 | true] \ (NL) is ∃[D2 | true] • [D1 | true]
[D1 | true] \ (NL) is ∃[D2 | true] • [D1 | true] is true provided that the signature D2 declares the
same names as the list of names NL with the same types as they are declared in D1.
oracle RenameOracle
E [RL] is E 2
E [RL] is E 2 is true provided that the renaming of schema E is the same as schema E 2.
oracle XiOracle
(θ[D | true] = θ[D | true] 0 ) ⇔ P
(θ[D | true] = θ[D | true] 0 ) ⇔ P is true provided that P is a conjunction of equalities and the
truth of the predicate from a Ξ schema is equivalent to P .
P can be calculated deterministically from D, but not D from P .
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6

Example Rules: Schema Expansion and Normalisation

This section contains rewrite rules for expanding and normalising declarations and schema expressions. For example, given a schema expression such as E ∧ [x : N | p(x )] where E is the name
of a schema, these rules define an expansion and normalisation process that will transform this
schema expression into an equivalent expression of the form [D | P ], where D is a list of variable
declarations whose types are all carrier sets and P is a predicate that will contain constraints like
x ∈ N and p(x ). There is one rule for each schema operator, with most requiring that the operands
be already expanded, hence the rewrite engine usually expands schema expressions in order from
the innermost to the outermost.

6.1

Normalisation of Declaration Lists
section normalisation rules parents oracle toolkit

This section is concerned with making explicit the constraints that may be implicit in the
declarations of a schema construction expression. A relation pred is introduced to indicate where
this is wanted, then rules are given to rewrite applications of pred .
The rules recurse through a declaration list from left to right, with the base case of an empty
declaration list being handled by the PredEmptyDecl rule. We assume that multiple declarations
such as x , y, z : T are expanded out into separate declarations before rules are applied, so the rules
that follow cover all possible kinds of declarations.
The PredVarDecl1 rule is a special case of PredVarDecl2. It applies when the expression E is
already a carrier set. Since PredVarDecl1 comes before PredVarDecl2 in this section, the rewrite
engine (see Section 4.3) gives it higher priority, and this avoids introducing redundant tautologies
(such as E ∈ A, which is guaranteed to be true by the type system) into the predicate. This is
an example of how we can influence the behaviour of the rewrite engine by placing more specific
rules before more general ones. Of course, in the interactive prover, the user could choose to apply
either rule when E is a carrier set.
relation (pred )
rule PredVarDecl1
E :: P E
pred [N : E ; D | true] ⇔ pred [D | true]
rule PredVarDecl2
pred [N : E ; D | true] ⇔ N ∈ E ∧ pred [D | true]
rule PredConstDecl
pred [N == E ; D | true] ⇔ N = E ∧ pred [D | true]
rule PredIncludeDecl
pred [E ; D | true] ⇔ E ∧ pred [D | true]
rule PredEmptyDecl
pred [| true] ⇔ true
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6.2

Expansion of Schema Expressions
section expansion rules parents normalisation rules

This section defines the expansion of schema expressions.
The Theta rule rewrites a binding construction expression to a binding extension expression.
The type proviso is used to calculate the signature, from which the theta proviso generates the
appropriate binding extension expression.
rule Theta
E :: P[D | true]
θ[D | true] is E 2
θE = E 2
For example, if E is BirthdayBook , then D is calculated to be
known : P NAME ; birthday : P(NAME × DATE )
and then E 2 is calculated to be
h| known == known, birthday == birthday |i.
The next rule handles decorated θ expressions. This rule handles only one stroke. In the future,
we intend to add support for Stroke-List jokers, so that all decorations can be handled by this rule.
rule ThetaDecor
E :: P[D | true]
θ[D | true] S is E 2
θE

S

= E2

The schema decoration rule has a proviso to calculate the effect of the decoration.
rule SchemaDecor
[D1 | P 1]

S

is [D2 | P 2]

[D1 | P 1]

S

= [D2 | P 2]

The schema renaming rule has a proviso to calculate the effect of the renaming.
rule SchemaRenaming
E [RL] is E 2
E [RL] = E 2
Schema negation involves normalising the declarations and negating the resulting predicate.
rule SchemaNegation
[D | P ] :: P[D1 | true]
(¬ [D | P ]) = [D1 | ¬ (pred [D | true] ∧ P )]
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Schema conjunction involves merging its operands, and hence may need them to be normalised;
it’s easiest to normalise them in all cases. Schema disjunction, implication and equivalence all
require normalisation of their operands, and hence their rules are similar to the rule for schema
conjunction.
rule SchemaConjunction
([D1 | true] ∧ [D2 | true]) :: P[D3 | true]
([D1 | P 1] ∧ [D2 | P 2]) = [D3 | pred [D1 | true] ∧ P 1 ∧ pred [D2 | true] ∧ P 2]
rule SchemaDisjunction
([D1 | true] ∧ [D2 | true]) :: P[D3 | true]
([D1 | P 1] ∨ [D2 | P 2]) = [D3 | (pred [D1 | true] ∧ P 1) ∨ (pred [D2 | true] ∧ P 2)]
rule SchemaImplication
([D1 | true] ∧ [D2 | true]) :: P[D3 | true]
([D1 | P 1] ⇒ [D2 | P 2]) = [D3 | (pred [D1 | true] ∧ P 1) ⇒ (pred [D2 | true] ∧ P 2)]
rule SchemaEquivalence
([D1 | true] ∧ [D2 | true]) :: P[D3 | true]
([D1 | P 1] ⇔ [D2 | P 2]) = [D3 | (pred [D1 | true] ∧ P 1) ⇔ (pred [D2 | true] ∧ P 2)]
Schema projection is also similar to schema conjunction, but the resulting schema has only
the names that are declared in the right operand. Any other names that are declared in the left
operand are hidden by existential quantification.
rule SchemaProjection
([D1 | true] ∧ [D2 | true]) :: P[D3 | true]
[D2 | true] :: P[D4 | true]
([D3 | true] r [D4 | true]) is [D5 | true]
[D1 | P 1]  [D2 | P 2] = [D2 | (∃ D5 • pred [D1 | true] ∧ P 1 ∧ P 2)]
Schema precondition involves hiding all output and next state components, such as x ! and x 0 .
The declarations whose names have no decorations or a final decoration of ? are collected in D6.
rule SchemaPrecondition
[D | true] :: P[D1 | true]
(split[D1 | true]) is ([D2 | true]? ∧ [D3 | true] ∧ [D4 | true]0 ∧ [D5 | true]!)
([D2 | true]? ∧ [D3 | true]) :: P[D6 | true]
pre[D | P ] = [D6 | (∃([D4 | true]0 ∧ [D5 | true]!) • pred [D | true] ∧ P )]
Schema existential quantification involves calculating the declarations that are not hidden, and
making explicit the constraints implicit in the original declarations.
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rule SchemaExists
[D1 | true] :: P[D3 | true]
[D2 | true] :: P[D4 | true]
([D4 | true] r [D3 | true]) is [D5 | true]
(∃ D1 | P 1 • [D2 | P 2]) = [D5 | (∃ D1 • P 1 ∧ pred [D2 | true] ∧ P 2)]
The rule for schema unique existential quantification is analogous to that for schema existential
quantification.
rule SchemaExists1
[D1 | true] :: P[D3 | true]
[D2 | true] :: P[D4 | true]
([D4 | true] r [D3 | true]) is [D5 | true]
(∃1 D1 | P 1 • [D2 | P 2]) = [D5 | (∃1 D1 • P 1 ∧ pred [D2 | true] ∧ P 2)]
The rule for schema universal quantification is also analogous to that for schema existential
quantification.
rule SchemaForall
[D1 | true] :: P[D3 | true]
[D2 | true] :: P[D4 | true]
([D4 | true] r [D3 | true]) is [D5 | true]
(∀ D1 | P 1 • [D2 | P 2]) = [D5 | (∀ D1 • P 1 ∧ pred [D2 | true] ∧ P 2)]
Schema composition is one of the most complex schema operators. Nevertheless, this SchemaComposition rule captures its semantics concisely. First, the signatures of the two expressions E 1
and E 2 are computed, and then the names that appear primed in D1 are collected in D5. The
names that appear both primed in D1 and unprimed in D2 are computed by subtracting from D5
those names that appear in D2. Note that we currently use the rarely used decoration 9 . In the
future, we intend to consider using a special decoration that cannot be entered by users, rather
like ./ [15].
rule SchemaComposition
E 1 :: P[D1 | true]
E 2 :: P[D2 | true]
(split[D1 | true]) is ([D3 | true]? ∧ [D4 | true] ∧ [D5 | true]0 ∧ [D6 | true]!)
([D5 | true] r [D2 | true]) is E 3
([D5 | true] r E 3) is E 4
E 1 o9 E 2 = (∃ E 4

9

• (∃ E 4 0 • [E 1 | θE 4 0 = θE 4 9 ]) ∧ (∃ E 4 • [E 2 | θE 4 = θE 4 9 ]))

Schema piping is expanded in an analogous way to schema composition.
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rule SchemaPiping
E 1 :: P[D1 | true]
E 2 :: P[D2 | true]
(split[D1 | true]) is ([D3 | true]? ∧ [D4 | true] ∧ [D5 | true]0 ∧ [D6 | true]!)
(split[D2 | true]) is ([D7 | true]? ∧ [D8 | true] ∧ [D9 | true]0 ∧ [D10 | true]!)
([D6 | true] r [D7 | true]) is E 3
([D6 | true] r E 3) is E 6
E 1 >> E 2 = (∃ E 6

9

• (∃ E 6 ! • [E 1 | θE 6 ! = θE 6 9 ]) ∧ (∃ E 6 ? • [E 2 | θE 6 ? = θE 6 9 ]))

Schema hiding involves existentially quantifying declarations whose names are those to be hidden and whose types are as in the original schema.
rule SchemaHiding
E :: P[D1 | true]
[D1 | true] \ (NL) is ∃[D2 | true] • [D1 | true]
E

\ (NL) = ∃[D2 | true] • E

The GenInst rule is applicable to a generic instantiation provided the referenced definition is a
schema. It uses the look-up proviso to determine the instantiated definition.
rule GenInst
N [EL] :: P[D | true]
N [EL] hasDefn E 2
N [EL] = E 2
The Ref rule is applicable to a reference expression provided the referenced definition is a
schema. It uses the look-up proviso to determine the definition.
rule Ref
N :: P[D | true]
N hasDefn E 2
N = E2
If the specification has an explicit definition of a ∆ schema, then the Ref rule expands its
definition. But if the ∆ schema is implicitly defined, then the DeltaRef rule generates the implicit
definition.
rule DeltaRef
∆ unprefix N is N 2
N = [N 2; N 2 0 ]
Similarly, the XiRef rule generates the implicit definition of a Ξ schema. It uses a proviso to
simplify the constraint to a conjunction of equalities.
rule XiRef
Ξ unprefix N is N 2
[N 2 | true] :: P[D2 | true]
θ[D2 | true] = θ[D2 | true] 0 ⇔ P
N = [N 2; N 2 0 | P ]
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If a schema expression [D | P ] is used as a predicate, it is equivalent to the predicate P conjoined
with the constraints that are implicit in the declarations.
rule SchemaPred
[D | P ] ⇔ (pred [D | true] ∧ P )

7

Example Rules: ZLive Preprocessor

In this section, we show just a few of the rules that the ZLive animator uses to expand and simplify
Z expressions before starting animation. When an expression is given to ZLive to animate, the
first phase of animation (after parsing and typechecking) is to use the CZT Rewrite Engine (see
Section 4.3) to apply the following set of rules to the expression.
section ZLivePreprocess parents expansion rules
Note that this ZLivePreprocess section has the expansion rules section (see Section 6) as a parent, so the rules from the expansion rules section are effectively the first rules in the ZLivePreprocess
section. If we wanted to reuse multiple rule sets, we could simply list multiple parents, in the desired
order.
The SchemaToSet rule rewrites schemas that are used as expressions to set comprehensions.
Since this rule appears after the rules from the expansion rules section, schema expressions will be
expanded and normalised before this rule is applied.
rule SchemaToSet
[D | P ] = {D | P • θ[D | true]}
The next two rules are adapted from the sets toolkit and the relations toolkit of Standard Z.
They illustrate how rewrite rules can be used to unfold one operator and express it in terms of
other simpler operators. ZLive needs no built-in knowledge of intersection or dom — these two
rules are all that is needed. Around forty of the Standard Z toolkit operators are unfolded by rules
in this way.
rule intersection
E 1 ∩ E 2 = {x : E 1 | x ∈ E 2}
rule domain
dom E = {x : E • x .1}
We finish this section with some rules that are useful despite being invalid. ZLive uses an
internal data structure, RelSet, to represent function and relation spaces, such as N → {0, 1}. This
data structure records the domain and range set, plus various flags according to the properties of
the function space (total, onto, functional, injective). This gives a compact representation of the
function space and makes it easy to check efficiently whether a given set of pairs is a member of
the function space or not. The following two rules illustrate how the Z function space operators
are rewritten into let terms, which ZLive recognises and converts into a RelSet object. These rules
are not true equalities, but are used to rewrite a term like N → {0, 1} into the temporary let form,
which is then translated into a RelSet object that is equivalent to N → {0, 1}.
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rule fun
E 1 → E 2 = (let isFun == 1; isTotal == 1 • P(E 1 × E 2))
rule bij
E1 
→ E 2 = (let isFun == 1; isTotal == 1; isOnto == 1; isInj == 1 • P(E 1 × E 2))
For example, rule fun rewrites N → {0, 1} to
(let isFun == 1; isTotal == 1 • P(N × {0, 1}))
and this is translated into the RelSet object
{f : P(N × {0, 1}) | f ∈ N →
7 {0, 1} ∧ dom f = N}
within ZLive, which is equivalent to the original input expression. Using rules to preprocess expressions and expand schemas has made it far faster to develop ZLive and makes it easier to experiment
with alternative translations of an operator.

8

Conclusions

We have described the ZedRules notation and illustrated its utility for schema expansion and
general rewriting. The main advantage of the notation is that it is a superset of Standard Z, which
makes it much easier and clearer to develop Z tools that perform non-trivial transformations. We
found a small number of meta-level constraints that we could not express in Z notation and hence
we defined oracles for those. These oracles are all concerned with the core Z language, for which
formal semantics is given in [15].
The ZedRules notation can be viewed as an approach to making transformations configurable,
analogous to Banach’s idea of configurable generation of proof obligations for model-based refinement tools [4]. The realisation of his idea in the Frog toolkit [9] uses templates for proof obligations
that are instantiated in an analogous way to the instantiation of our rule schemata.
In the future, we would like to be able to extend the ZedRules notation to fully support a
variety of Z logics, such as ZC [13, 14], and V [6]. V is a successor of the W logic [29, 11] that
appeared in early working drafts of Standard Z. It is desirable to support both ZC and V (and
any future proposals for Z logics), since they are rather different and it would be interesting to
compare them in a common framework. For example, substitution is a meta-level operation in ZC
but is defined within the object logic of V. To support richer logics such as these, it would be
necessary to generalise premises into sequents that can specify a different context to that of the
conclusion. For example, a premise such as x : T ` P would allow the proof of P to proceed in
an extended context where the new variable x is declared and has type T . This is similar to the
common sequent calculus style of proof [10].
The current CZT reasoning tools construct an explicit proof tree that allows proofs to be
recorded, replayed, displayed, checked by independent tools etc. It would be interesting to build a
tactic layer on top of this proof tree, using a tactic language such as ANGEL [18] or ArcAngel [20].
Such tactic languages have successfully been used in other Z provers such as CADiZ [25], Jigsaw1,
Jigsaw2 and Ergo [19], and refinement tools such as Refine and Gabriel [21]. A tactic layer would
make it easier to program combinations of rules in flexible ways, whereas currently such tactics
22

must be written as Java methods. If ZedRules was extended to support richer logics and the CZT
tools were extended to support tactics, they could be used as practical Z theorem provers (after a
large amount of theory development).
In Section 3.4 we defined what it means for an instantiation of a rule to be correct. This
provides a sufficient basis for the writers of rules to check informally the correctness of the rules
that they write. In the future, we would also like to be able to prove the correctness of uninstantiated
rules, with jokers and provisos. This cannot be done within Z itself, because many provisos require
reasoning about the syntax of Z, but it could be done by translating the rules into a deep embedding
of Z within another prover or logical framework, such as Isabelle or Twelf [16, 8]. This would be
useful for proving correctness of rules, but would probably be impractical as a Z transformation
engine, because reasoning using deep embeddings is much more cumbersome than reasoning directly
in an object language, and because the rules would have to be expressed within the deep embedding
syntax rather than directly in Z syntax. One of the main advantages of our approach is that rules
are written directly in an extension of Z.
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